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4.4 NGOs Comments 
 
4.4.1:  Southern Lakes Branch NZDA 
 
4.4.2:  Central Otago Deerstalkers Club 
 
4.4.3:  Federated Mountain Club 
 
4.4.4:  Upper Clutha Forest and Bird 
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RECREATIONAL AND RELATED SIGNIFICANT INHERENT VALUES

ON MOAHILLS

INTRODUCTION

This report has been prepared following the Early Warning Meeting in September 2004 at which the
properties entering the tenure review process in 2004 were introduced. An inspection ofthe property was
carried out from the legal road in May 2005, and a subsequent visit was specially arranged for ENGOs
thanks to the co·operation ofthe runholder. Unfortunately FMC was unable to be present on the second
inspection. This report is based on knowledge gained from the first inspection, on other recreational
knowledge ofthe Old Man Range and visits to other properties along the range. This report is based partly
on that field knowledge, and partly on information gathered from other sources listed below. This report is
offered as a contribution to the statutory consultation process undertaken by DOC.

The report focuses on those features of Moa Hills which are important for public recreational interests. It
should be noted that while some ofthis interest relates to public access, the natural and historic values and
landscapes ofthe property have a fundamental impact on its recreational value and greatly affect the quality
f recreational experience enjoyed. It is for this reason that reference is also made to natural, historic and

landscape values in this report. The landscapes and views to be seen from the Old Man Range are
outstanding (Fig. 1) and add greatly to the enjoyment oftraversing this property. From a recreational
perspective, one of its greatest values is in providing access as part of a traverse along the length ofthe Old
Man Range and its southern extension to Mt Benger (Fig. 2). Tenure review ofMoa Hills could also make a
contribution towards the development ofthe Kopuwai Conservation Park foreshadowed in the Conservation
Management Strategy for Otago.

Mason (1988) has described the landforms ofthe Old Man Range as follows:- "The OldMan Range forms
the south-westerly boundary ofCentral Otago's block mountains. Its easterly escarpment rises moderately
steeplyfrom the Clutha Valley to a gentle, convex summit crest at 1440-1690 m. Western back-slopes are
drained by two high altitude basins, both parallel to the summit plateau.

The summitplateau ofthe OldMan Range is well known for mountain tors. Clusters ofschist tors stand as
stark sentinels above smooth, easy rolling surfaces. There are a variety offorms, the most spectacular being
vertical shafts with one ofthe highest examples to occur in Otago being the Obelisk Others are overhanging
pedestals or ofirregular blockform. On the eastern foothills fretted tors provide a dominant craggy
landscape which extends down to the environs ofAlexandra.

Around what must have been a Pleistocene snow cap, patterned ground has developed, prOViding the
greatest variety and most well formed periglacial features to be found in New Zealand. On north-eastern
slopes below the range crest, solifluction terraces and lobes developedfrom slow creeping action. Some of
these are up to a metre high at the face and appear to still be active. They occur as broad, gentle steps
several metres apart. Further downslope, solifluction and slumpingprocesses have rippled the whole
sUlface topography. On colder, gentle surfaces around the summit crest, earth hummocks have been heaved
up byfrost action. These merge into parallel stripes on sloping sU1faces. These can cover hundreds of
hectares, but are largely absentfrom the Wind-eroded summit where the underlying schist is uncovered. "

Moa Hills pastoral lease occupies about 3,500ha on the rolling plateau between about 800 and 1,1OOm on a
southern extension ofthe Old Man Range towards Mt Benger (Fig. 3), The Pomahaka River is the western
boundary ofthe property which stretches east to the crest ofthe ridge overlooking Roxburgh and the Clutha
Valley (Fig. 1). Beyond the Pomahaka to the west lie Glenaray and Gem Lake pastoral leases. Moa Hills is
bounded to the north by two small pastoral leases and to the south by the Mt Benger Scenic Reserve (Fig. 4).
The latter has been protected as a result or recommendations made by the Protected Natural Areas survey
conducted in the 1980s.
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METHODS OF SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND LAND RESOURCES OF MOA IDLLS

The main recreational interest in Moa Hills is as part ofthe traverse along the length ofthe Old Man Range
(Fig. 5) to Mt Benger and in possible exploration ofthe headwaters ofBullock Creek, mainly by mountain
bike and 4WD, but also horse on occasions. Landscape, including the rolling tussock grasslands, and views
from the crest ofthe range are the most significant inherent values (Fig. 6). There are significant historic
goldmining relics along the Pomahaka River (Fig. 7) but these are more easily reached via the Pomahaka
Road a little to the north ofthe boundary ofMoa Hills.

A site visit and field inspection was carried out in May 2005. This report is based on observations made
during the field inspection, other field knowledge ofthe Old Man Range and also on information gathered
from other sources including an inspection of Silverbirch Station in 1997. The other sources include both
publications and accounts by members of local tramping and outdoor recreation groups that have been
consulted about trips undertaken in the area. A study of "Outdoor Recreation in Otago" was undertaken by
Mason (1988) and published by the Federated Mountain Clubs ofNew Zealand (FMC). Reference is made
to this recreation plan for Otago in the recreational opportunity discussion below. Land Use Capability
(LUC) maps have been used to assess the extent of soil types and topographic areas and their significance
with respect to sustainable pastoral use. The Survey Report ofthe NZ Protected Natural Area Programme
for the Old Man Ecological District (1986) and the Conservation Management Strategy for Otago, have also
been used as sources of reference.
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Moa Hills is a small pastoral lease of about 3,500ha situated at the southern end ofthe Old Man Range on its
extension towards Mt Benger (Fig. 3). It occupies the broad rolling plateau between the range crest in the
east and the Pomahaka River in the west (Figs. 3 and 5). Its altitude range is not great, ranging from about
900m in the headwaters of Bullock Creek to just over 1,1OOm at the south-east comer near Mt Benger. The
Pomahaka River is incised into the plateau, creating relatively steep west-facing slopes between the river and
the plateau sutface. Bullock creek is also incised into the plateau surface and this flows from north-east to
south-west across the property. From about 800m at the NE comer ofthe property it drops steadily to about
600m at the SW comer where Bullock Creek joins the Pomahaka. .
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The only parts ofMoa Hills which are not Class VII, and which have been classified LUC Class VI (with
medium suitability for pastoral use), are situated in the southern halfofthe property. There are only about
300ha ofthese Dunstan soils which occupy the west-facing slopes of Bullock Creek (upstream as far as the
hut) and a broad strip along its unnamed tributary which drains the northern slopes ofMt Benger. The area is
so small that it is doubtful it could be managed in a way that is ecologically sustainable, or whether the
farming value ofthis area justifies freeholding. One possibility is that this small area might be managed in
association with the freehold land which it is understood the lessee has closer to Roxburgh. Ifthat freehold

J

Almost all of Moa Hills is characterised by Carrick Hill and Dunstan Steepland High Country Yellow Brown
Earth soils which have been classified LUC Class VIlc and VIle. These soils have severe limitations for
pastoral use due to climate and erosion. They generally carry tussock grasslands (Figs. 3 and 5) which have
been modified to varying degrees by grazing and burning. In general, the grasslands are little modified and
are mainly in a fairly natural state (Figs 3 and 5). Natural soil fertility is low and grazing and burning
remove essential nutrients from soil reserves. Unless removals through burning and in animal products]-< (meat and wool) are balanced by replenishment in the form of fertiliser, spil depletion will be inevitable
because natural returns from atmosphere and soil parent material are inadequate to balance the removals! It
is understood that fertilisers are not used on Moa Hills which is mainly used for summer grazing. If the ~,

. \ nutrient balance is not maintained the system will eventually be depleted and continued pastoralism will be
\\unsustainable. Nutrient balance might be maintained by fertiliser use but at these altitudes plant growth

response is small and it is usually not economically justifiable to apply the necessary fertiliser, especially
sulphur which is usually the greatest limiting nutrient factor. Furthermore, pastoral use, especially ifthat
included burning, would not favour or promote biodiversity. For all these reasons, freeholding would not
promote'ecologically sustainable' land use. Under these circumstances conservation values need to be
assessed and considered as an alternative to unsustainable pastoral use.
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actually adjoins the Moa Hills pastoral lease eastern boundary that suggestion may be quite feasible. Ifnot,
another alternative is that the entire Moa Hills pastoral lease is considered for return to full Crown
ownership. That would allow it to be managed for conservation and recreation purposes and added to the Mt
Benger Conservation Area (Fig. 4), and possibly eventually to the developing the Kopuwai Conservation
Park further north on the Old Man Range (Fig 8). This Conservation Park was foreshadowed in the
Conservation Management Strategy for Otago.

A legal road runs up to Mt Benger (Fig. 9) and thence northwards along the eastern boundary of Moa Hills
and on to the crest ofthe Old Man Range. Where this passes through Moa Hills it is just outside the eastern
boundary ofthe pastoral lease, but the actual fonnation on the ground in inside the fence. This situation
needs to be resolved. To the north ofthe Moa Hills boundary there are options to tum west to the Pomahaka
and its historic gold mining sites (Fig. 7), to head north to the crest ofthe Old Man Range (Fig. 5) , or north
east down to Coal Creek. There is a fourth option which is the steep walking track Bullock Track down the
Clutha face to Roxburgh (Fig. 10). All ofthese tracks (with the possible exception ofthe steep Bullock
Track) are important for recreational use by mountain bikes and horses as well as 4WD but as usual the
actual formation does not always follow the legal alignment. Unfortllilately 4WD use is not without its
problems and indiscriminate use of alternative routes (to bypass wet holes) has churned up significant
sections ofthe range crest. Perhaps the solution would be to designate an easement for foot and non
motorised vehicle use along the boundary of Moa Hills, and only allow 4WD use by pennit.

RECREATIONAL USE AND POTENTIAL NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Recreational use of Moa Hills has been light in the past except for 4WD and mountain bike use along the
eastern boundary. With increased knowledge ofthe wider area, development ofthe Kopuwai Conservation
Area, its link to the Mt Benger Conservation Area and improved access to other parts ofthe Old Man Range
through tenure review, it is likely that recreational use by mountain bike enthusiasts and others will increase
in future.

Mason has described the history and current recreational use ofthe Old Man Range as follows:-

"The OldMan Range has long been an attraction for winter recreation. This has been due to ease ofaccess
to the snowline and proximity to centres ofpopulatiOn. In 1953 the Vincent Ski Club was formed in
Alexandra with the intention ofdeveloping ski grounds on the slopes near the Obelisk above Fruitlands. By
modern standards (variety ofgradient, vertical height, reliability ofoperation) there is no potential for
skifield development on these ranges. The limited extent ofsteeper snow slopes can, however, be utilised by
more proficient cross countlY skiers. "

Mason goes on to inform readers that:- "The primmy winter recreational potential ofthe area is for cross
untry skiing. Ease ofaccess has resulted in the OldMan and Old Woman ranges being among the most

frequently used areas in Otago. Road access to the snowline on the OldMan Range prOVides one ofthe few
opportunities for day trips from Dunedin or Invercargill. The major natural limitation to utilising the vast
extent ofeasy rolling terrain is the severity ofweather conditions. A few disused mustering and miners I huts
prOVide some overnight shelter, however due to rapid changes in the weather no reliance can be placed on
locating them. Experience in alpine travel and survival are essential prerequisites for safe use during winter.
There have been several close-calls, even for experiencedparties, in one instance involVing survival
conditions in a snow trench for several days".

"A 40 km traverse the length ofthe Old Woman and OldMan ranges is possible, with an overnight camp.
However, no qUick escape to low country is available in the event ofbeing overtaken by storm conditions. "

The suitability ofthe range crest between the Pomahaka and the Clutha faces for cross country skiing
depends entirely on the snow conditions from year to year. Because the terrain is lower in altitude that
further north, the opportunities to use the Moa Hills area are less frequent than on the summit crest ofthe Old
Man Range.

Mason adds that:- "Summer recreation is largely dominated by the use ofoff-road vehicles and numerically,
this activity probably exceeds all other activities. The traverse ofthe County road between Waikaia and
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Shingle Creek and along the range crest by trail bike being the major activities on the OldMan Range. Even
during summer, riders regularly suIferfrom hypothermia on these exposed tops. "

There are historic features on Moa Hills which add considerable interest and value for recreational visitors.
These are mainly situated in the Pomahaka valley, close to the river where the flats have been extensively
worked for alluvial gold. There are remains of old water races and cottages, piles of tailings, and traces of
wing dams. Although some ofthese historic features are located on Moa Hills they are best accessed from
the Pornahaka Road, just north ofthe Moa Hills boundary. Just south of the same boundary, and beside the
Bullock Creek is an historic stone cottage. As well as its historic interest, this cottage could also provide
shelter for recreational users ofthe range tops if a little repair and restoration work was carried out.

The recreational use ofMoa Hills should be considered in the wider context ofpublic recreation on the Old
Man Range, the Mt Benger Conservation Area and the development ofthe Kopuwai Conservation Park
foreshadowed in the Conservation Management Strategy for Otago. A start has been made to the
establishment ofthis Conservation Park by declaring the Bain Block to be the Kopuwai Conservation Area
and this tenure review could make a contribution by providing at least part ofthe link to the Mt Benger
Conservation Area.

Any assessment of recreational value should include not only present usage, which is relatively light, but also
ture potential usage by trampers, mountain bike and horse riders, and skiers. It is likely that with

mcreasing pressure for new recreational areas and increasing knowledge ofthis area, together with improved
access, usage will increase following the completion ofthis and other tenure reviews along the range.

Access to and along the crest ofthe range is the main recreational use at present. However, good access is
available via the Waikaia Bush Road and via Symes Road to the Obelisk. Good access to the range crest is
also needed further souith in the vicinity of Mt Benger. The legal road across Silverbirch to Mt Benger
provides that access to the Mt Benger Conservation Area. It has been pointed out above that the northern
bOllildary of Moa Hills is something of a cross roads for recreational use ofthe range as several legal roads
meet at or near its north east comer. These legal roads are represented on the ground by the track along the
crest ofthe range from Mt Benger to Hyde Rock and beyond, while there is also the Pomahaka Road to the
west and the Bullock Track to the east, down the steep face ofthe range to Roxburgh.

In summary, this assessment indicates that there is considerable scope for increased recreational use ofthe
Old Man Range and its southern extension to Mt Benger by walkers, mountain bikes and horse riders. This
is likely to be the most popular recreational use ofthe area as it can be coupled with walking access from
Roxburgh via the steep Bullock Track, and exploration ofhistoric and other interests in Bullock Creek and
the Pomahaha Valley.

Kesolution of issues concerning the legal road along the crest ofthe range will also be required. There are
also a number ofhistoric sites on the property which add to the interest for visitors, so protection of, and
public access to, these features should be provided as outcomes ofthis tenure review.

SIGNIFICANT INHERENT VALUES AND THEIR IMPORTANCE FOR RECREATION

This report focuses on those features ofMoa Hills which are important for public recreational interests. It
should be noted that while some ofthis interest focuses on public access, the natural and historic values and
landscapes have a fundamental impact on the recreational value ofthe place and greatly influence the quality
of recreational experience enjoyed. It is for this reason that reference is also made to the natural, historic and
landscape values ofthis pastoral lease.

There is no doubt that the most significant inherent value on this property is its magnificent rolling tussock
landscape. This appears to extend towards the horizon in all directions and gives the impression that Moa
Hills is only part of a much more extensive landscape.

Mason (1988) has described the Old Man Range vegetation as follows:- "On the lower northern flanks there
are extensive semi-desert scabweed communities which have been inducedfrom the original short tussock
grassland by overgrazing by both sheep and rabbits. Above this zone and on lower and wetter eastern faces
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is a light cover ofshort, ftscue tussock grassland supporting oversown exotic grasses and clovers.
Matagouri is generally prominent, giving a sClVannah-like appearance to the vegetation. With increasing
altitude the shorterfescue tussock grades into the evergreen narrow-leaved snowgrass, to be completely
displaced above 1000 m. The golden Spaniard is dominant where tussock cover has been reduced byfire.
The shorter slim snowgrass becomes dominant at the upper extent ofthe tussock grasslands. "

hl practice, part of Moa Hills has been modified to varying degrees by grazing and occasional burning over
the years. It is however still dominated over most of its area by tall snow tussock grassland which greatly
enhances the rolling plateau landscape. The least modified tussocklands with tall snow tussock and wetlands
with extensive stands of red tussock appear to be in the northern part ofthe property especially in the north
west comer and the slopes above the Pomahaka. There are also important areas of red tussock in the wetter
spots towards the north-east comer ofthe property.

AREAS TO BE PROTECTED

There is a real problem with making recommendations for the protection of significant inherent values on
Moa Hills. The problem is how to protect the integrity ofthe landscape. There is no doubt that the most
important inherent value on Moa Hills is the landscape of rolling tussock grasslands which appears to extend
beyond the horizon in all directions. The tussock grasslands on Moa Hills are part of an extensive landscape
'vhich extends far and wide beyond its boundaries. Of course, it is impossible to make recommendations for
....llis tenure review which affect properties beyond its boundaries, but the hope is that the entire landscape will
eventually be incorporated into the Kopuwai Conservation Park.

One solution would be to recommend the return ofthe entire property to full Crown ownership and control,
so that it would be managed for conservation and recreation purposes. That could be the best outcome but
there may be a better alternative.

It has been argued above that most ofthe property has serious limitations for pastoral use and is classified
LUC Class VII. It was also argued that it cannot be managed in an ecologically sustainable way unless
nutrient balance is maintained and that losses sustained through burning and the removal of animal products
are replenished. There is a small area which might be capable of being managed in an ecologically
sustainable manner because limitations are less severe on Class VI land in the lower reaches ofBullock
Creek catchment.

It may be possible to manage the whole area of Moa Hills in an ecologically sustainable manner under a
Sustainable Management Covenant (s97 Crown Pastoral Land Act 1998). This might be successful in
protecting the inherent values if sufficiently rigorous conditions were imposed. The covenant would require
strict conditions as follows:-

A farm management plan should be drawn up to demonstrate how the area would be managed in an
ecologically sustainable manner. This would require occasional replenishment ofnutrients even if
fertiliser use is not justifiable for production reasons.

• Weed and pest control would be necessary.
.. No burning would be permitted.
.. Strict stock limitations would have to be imposed.
.. Strict adherence to these conditions would be required.
.. Monitoring should be carried out to ensure that no adverse effects were accruing.
.. Any infringements would incur penalties.

With these conditions in place, the Sustainable Management Covenant would be the preferred outcome.

Ifthis course is adopted there will, be a need to protect the historic features in the Pomahaka valley, probably
by the designation of an Historic Reserve. It may still be possible to permit limited grazing within such a
reserve.

Another historic feature of interest on Moa Hills is the stone hut by Bullock Creek. With some repair and
restoration this could also provide shelter for recreational users ofthe range. It is recommended that a small
area of Historic Reserve should be established around the hut, with the intention the DOC would carry out
repair and restoration work.
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ACCESS REQUIREMENTS

Access to and along the crest ofthe range is an important recreational issue in this tenure review. Although
the track formation along the eastern boundary is inside the boundary, we understand that the legal paper
road is on the other side ofthe fence. It is recommended that the existing road formation should be formally
recognised as the legal road through this tenure review. Iflegal road status is established, then foot, bike,
horse and vehicle traffic would be permitted.

If for some reason legal road status is not established over the existing formation then a legal easement will
be required. That legal easement should permit foot, horse and non-motorised vehicle traffic only. Other
users, such as motor bikes and 4WD vehicles, should be regulated so as to minimise the extent of damage to
the road. This might be achieved by the issue of a limited number ofpermits.

Public foot access to other parts ofthe property will also be required. Public foot access should be permitted
to the proposed Historic Reserve in the Pomahaka valley by way of an easement designated for that purpose.
Public foot access should also be permitted (by legal easement) to the historic stone hut beside Bullock Creek
in the north-east comer ofthe property.

"TAGO CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

In the Otago Conservation Management Strategy for Otago (CMS) the Old Man - Garvie area is recognised
as a Special Place. The objective for this Special Place is:

"To protect the entire high altitude range crests for their landscape, nature conservation, cultural, and
recreational importance, to improve legal access to them, and to ensure that recreational and commercial
uses are managed to sustain resources and ensure quality recreational experiences "

It should be further noted that the CMS states that "Protected areas boundaries will be rationalised by
disposals, acqUisitions, swaps and other means (including tenure review) to link as far as practicable the
existing inlandprotected areas and areas ofindigenous vegetation between them. " [underlining our
addition].

It is also noted that the eMS includes the following statements: "Pastoral lease tenure review-on adjacent
properties will prOVide opportunities to negotiate to protect the entire range crest. " And" Continued

/
identification ofkey natural and historic resources to enable well informed decisitm making in the pastoral
lease tenure review process, " /

1:'mally, it should be noted that the CMS priority for the Old Man are~istates that "Completion ofprotection
negotiations, including tenure reviews, will be a priority in thiS Speqial Place. "

From statements in the CMS, it is clear that DOC is committed to achieving its objectives for the Old Man 
Garvie Special Place and that significant progress would be made towards achieving the objectives ifthis
tenure review can be successfully negotiated.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Significant conservation and recreation gains are possible outcomes ofthis tenure review.

2. Moa Hills occupies the broad rolling plateau between the range crest in the east and the Pomahaka River
in the west. Its altitude range is not great, ranging from about 900m in the headwaters of Bullock Creek to
just over 1,IOOm at the south-east comer near Mt Benger.

3. The landscapes and views to be seen from the Old Man Range are outstanding and add greatly to the
enjoyment of recreational visits to Moa Hills. One of its greatest values is to provide easy access to a
traverse along the length ofthe Old Man Range from Mt Benger to Hyde Rock and the Obelisk.
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4. Almost all ofMoa Hills is classified LUC Class VII and has severe limitations for pastoral use. Pastoral
use ofthese lands cannot be ecologically sustainable unless nutrients lost through grazing and burning are
replenished.

5. There is only a small part of Moa Hills which is classified LUC Class VI (with medium suitability for
pastoral use), situated in the southern halfofthe property. This might be farmed in association with other
freehold land.

6. Return to full Crown ownership and control would allow the entire property to be managed for
conservation and recreation purposes and added to the Mt Benger Conservation Area, and possibly
~ventual1yto the developing the Kopuwai Conservation Park further north on the Old Man Range.

7. Recreational use of Moa Hills has been light in the past except for 4WD and mountain bike use along the
eastern boundary. Increased knowledge ofthe wider area, development ofthe Kopuwai Conservation Park,
incorporation into the Mt Benger Conservation Area and improved access to other parts ofthe Old Man
Range through tenure review, is likely to increase use ofMoa Hills by mountain bike enthusiasts and others
in future.

8. There is considerable scope for increased recreational use ofthe Old Man Range and its southern
extension to Mt Benger by walkers, mountain bikes and horse riders. There is walking access from Roxburgh
via the steep Bullock Track, and round trips can be made on foot and mountain bike by a variety of routes.

9. There is no doubt that the most significant inherent value on this property is its magnificent rolling tussock
landscape. This appears to extend towards the horizon in all directions and gives the impression that Moa
Hills is only part of a much more extensive landscape.

10. There are historic features in the Pomahaka Valley which add considerable interest for recreational
visitors. These include remains of old water races and cottages, piles oftailings, and traces ofwing dams
where the flats have been extensively worked for alluvial gold. The features which are on Moa Hills land as
well as the historic stone hut beside Bullock Creek should be protected by the designation ofHistoric
Reserves. Limited, controlled grazing might be permitted in these reserves.

11. There is a real problem with makiri.g recommendations for the protection of significant inherent values on
Moa Hills; that is how to protectfue integrity ofthe landscape. One solution would be to recommend the
return ofthe entire propertytb full Crown ownership and control, so that it would be managed for
conservation and recr~ationpurposes. That could be the best outcome but there may be a better alternative.

12. It may be possible to manage the whole area ofMoa Hills in an ecologically sustainable manner under a
Sustainable Management Covenant. This might be successful in protecting the inherent values and the
integrity ofthe landscape if sufficiently rigorous conditions were imposed. Appropriate conditions are listed
above. The Sustainable Management Covenant proposal is preferred

13. It is recommended that the e~istlng road formation along the eastern boundary should be formally
recognised as the legal road thr6ugh this tenure review. Iflegal road status is established, then foot, bike,
horse and vehicle traffic ",ufd be permitted.

14. If legal road status cannot be established over the existing formation then a legal easement will be
required. That legal easement shoriid permit foot, horse and non-motorised vehicle traffic only. Other users,
such as motor bikes and 4WD/~hicles, should be regulated so as to minimise the extent of damage to the
road. This might be achie7 by the issue ofa limited number ofpermits.

./

15. Public foot access to the proposed Historic Reserve in the Pomahaka valley and to the historic stone hut
beside Bullock Creek should be established by way of a legal easement.

16. It is clear that significant progress would be made towards achieving the objectives istated in the
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Conservation Management Strategy for Otago ifthis tenure review can be successfully negotiated.
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